Although the first tune in this set is fairly common to the Irish music community, it was introduced to CIM students through song by instructor Dáithí Sproule. Dáithí was a guest instructor at the 2018 Summer Ensemble Camp and taught the campers to sing and play this tune. Seán Gavin introduced the second polka to students at the Minnesota Irish Music Weekend Trad Immersion Camp in 2019. This tune is sometimes played in D-major at local sessions.

I Have A Bonnet Trimmed With Blue

```
polka
```

```
\begin{music}
\begin{staff}
\slice{\bar{2}}{D} G \bar{\slice{12}} D/F# A/C\# D A D
\end{staff}
\end{music}
```

O’Connor’s

```
polka
```

```
\begin{music}
\begin{staff}
\slice{\bar{2}}{G} G/B am C
\end{staff}
\end{music}
```